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This ‘un-report’ provides an informal summary of the Open Access (OA) workshop held by teams 
involved in Open Access management at the University of Glasgow Library. The workshop 
objectives were to identify improvements to the open access process, share knowledge, and 
connect the actors who work in a range of teams across the library.  
The workshop was highly interactive and feedback received indicated that it was extremely 
valuable and provided opportunity for a useful exchange of ideas. 
 Key Actions: 
 
 Organise a workshop to look at the standard presentation and standard emails and how 
the points regarding advocacy can be reinforced via presentation and other means (VM) 
 Include push for more Researcher OA Champions in next report to RPSC (VM) 
 Find out status of other parties work on article and conference types (VM – CASRAI/UUK, 
ME – Eprints sites) 
 Organise workshop to draft new local classification and guidelines on article and 
conference types (Is there a Volunteer to lead this?) 
 Feedback to Publisher and Funder re Sherpa and Publisher sites – all can do this if specific 
issue found on Sherpa as there is a feedback button. 
 Organise a further event like today (VM) 
 Discuss and progress actions from today at next OA meeting (ALL) 
 
Concern Action 
Lack of information at initial contact 
 
Late Notification 
 
Wrong licence selected 
 
Obtaining author final version 
 
Embargoes and licencing 
Advocacy  (TBD) 
 
Push for more Researcher OA Champions (VM) 
 
Revisit standard emails and update (TBD) 
 
 
Confusion over article and conference types Define types locally (TBD) 
Consult third parties (VM) 
Sherpa/Publisher site out of date/ambiguous Feedback to Funders/Publishers (ALL) 
Duplication and communications issues 
within library 
More discussion and sharing of process and 
concerns – like today (TBD) 
 
Use of shared OneDrive documents to log 
concerns to discuss at meetings and share 
information. (ALL) 
 
Shadowing/process sharing/training (TBD) 
 
Data dictionary/data system review (ME/MD) 
 
Batch editing (ME) 
 
Standard publisher field – find out what is 
being done by standards groups. (VM) 
 
Inconsistency of publisher and funder 
processes causes confusion and delay 
 
Incorrect details on invoice 
 
Publisher not specified 
 
Publishers not responding 
 
Wrong licence selected 
 
Published not yet OA 
Speak to publishers direct as opportunities 
arise – use OA actors, other library staff who 
meet with publishers - (TBD) 
 
Liaise via Universities UK OA Efficiencies 
Group (VM) 
Support for honorary/affiliates/left Ask senior management for view. (TBD) 
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